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Abstract
Online review has been playing an important role in consumer decision making and enterprise marketing recently. This study focuses on two important
issues. Firstly, how the ambivalence online review change consumer decision-making and purchase intension from the point view of different types of
ambivalence online review. Secondly, how consumer of different involvement
degree interprets the ambivalence online review of consumer decision. Finally,
the following conclusions are obtained through the empirical study: 1) When
the review about product functional attribute is positive, inter-attribute ambivalence is more significant for consumer’s purchasing intension, compared
with intra-attribute ambivalence. When the review about product hedonic
attribute is positive, intra-attribute ambivalence is more significant to consumer’s purchasing intension, compared with inter-attribute ambivalence. 2)
The degree of consumer involvement has a moderating effect on the relationship between product attributes and type of ambivalence and consumer purchasing intention. When the review about product functional attribute is positive, inter-attribute ambivalence is more significant to consumer’s purchasing
intension, compared with intra-attribute ambivalence of high level of consumer involvement. In contrast, intra-attribute ambivalence is more significant to consumer’s purchasing intension, compared with inter-attribute ambivalence for high level of consumer involvement. When the review about
product enjoyment attribute is positive, intra-attribute ambivalence is more
significant in consumer’s purchasing intension, compared with inter-attribute
ambivalence of high low of consumer involvement, thus there are no different
between intra-attribute ambivalence and inter-attribute ambivalence for low
level of consumer involvement.
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1. Introduction
Online review has been playing an important role in consumer decision-making
and enterprise marketing recently. However, due to a variety of online review
information, there is positive evaluation of the product but also the negative
evaluation of the product. So, facing the contradictory external information,
considering consumer groups processing different methods, how consumer
make decisions in that context? This has become a matter of concern.
Studies of online review have been done from different perspectives. On the
one hand, the impact of online reviews on consumer decision-making and
product attitudes has been studied, such as consumer opinion, user experience,
product reviews. On the other hand, online review influence consumer purchasing intention and sales performance in different situations, such as product
type, product price, commenter identity, product characteristics, product involvement, cultural background, relationship strength, brand strength, site type
and reputation. Most of studies have analyzed the contents of the online commentary, and constructed the model to measure the influence of the information
elements of the network commentary on the sales volume. Although the research on the online review has been very rich, the content of the comment and
its ambivalence are still scarce.
Therefore, this paper will study the content of ambivalence online review on
the impact of consumer purchase decisions, introduce the consumer involvement, and study deeply the differences between consumer groups’ attitudes. It
will provide a theoretical basis to network marketing activities, which will have
theoretical and practical significance.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1. The Influence of Online Reviews
Review valence. The review valence represents the bias of the online review, and
also reflects the perceived quality of product. There are three major trends in review valence: positive, negative, and neutral (Purnawirawan, 2016). The positive
online review and negative online review may influence consumer trust on
merchant, purchase intentions, purchase behavior, and merchant sales. The positive and negative online review directly reflect the attitude of reviewer to the
product, and encourage or discourage other consumer purchases, and have a
more direct impact on the potential purchasers’ decisions for new products.
Furthermore, negative online reviews have a stronger impact on brand evaluation (Brown & Reingen, 1987), and the potential buyers’ purchase intentions
(Arndt, 1967; Mizerski 1982; Richins 1983; Wright 1974).

Review volume. Review volume refers to the total number of comments and
the number of different types such as the number of positive, neutral and negative online review. The greater the number, the more people buy, the more
people willing to pay for the product. Studies have shown that the number of online reviews is a key driver of product sales. In fact, most studies have confirmed
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that the number of online reviews a positive impact on consumer buying intentions and sales revenue (Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008; Filieri, 2014).

Review content. Review content refers to the text or image form information
except the scoring, It can be divided into objective factual online review and
subjective evaluation online review (Holbrook, 1978). Review content have a
positive effect on sales and perceived usefulness, and the effect of subjective
evaluation of online review is more significant impact on consumer decision
making. Review content can influence consumer purchase intention, the more
subjective of online review, the more strongly of consumer purchase intention
(Jin, 2007). When consumer browsing a large number of online review, they
most likely from the memory to obtain specific and distinctive subjective word
of mouth information. The information is more likely to attract the attention of
information seekers and long-term memory, thus influencing consumer decision-making processes (Herry, 1991).

2.2. Product Attributes
Product attributes refers to the product of all explicit and contains a combination of various characteristics, but can be perceived by consumers. Consumers in
the consumer decision-making process will regard the product attributes as the
assessment criteria for different products to evaluate, and then form a different
brand attitude, and ultimately affect their purchase decision-making behavior.
The existing research on the product attributes mainly start from two angles:
First, consumers of different attributes of the product to determine the weight,
this judgment occurred before the purchase behavior; the second is the product
of different attributes and the relationship between consumer behavior research.
This study focuses on the impact of different attributes on consumer purchasing
intentions. Voss, Spangenberg, & Grohmann (2003) study with functional
attributes and enjoyment attributes to summarize the product attributes, functional attributes mainly refers to the product to bring consumers the basic functions and uses; enjoy ability of products refers to the product passed to the consumer Experience, fun or symbolic meaning. Consumers choose products based
on both functional and enjoyable (Dhar, 2000), who often make judgments
based on their performance in both areas.

2.3. Involvement
The concept of involvement is proposed by Hupfer and Gardner (1971), who
argue that involvement refers to a certain degree of interest and interest in the
individual, regardless of their particular position. Mitchell (1999) points out that
an intrinsic state variable involved in representing an individual that reflects the
perception, interest, or motivations triggered by a particular stimulus and context, which in turn affects consumer behavior. The degree of involvement is as
follows: 1) Involvement is the degree of participation of consumers, directly affect the behavior of consumers; 2) the process involved involves the process of
consumer information processing, which can be inferred that the degree of in850
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volvement of the consumer acceptance of advertising, brand awareness and
consumer purchasing behavior has a significant impact; 3) The degree of involvement of the consumer has a significant impact on the consumer’s acceptance, brand perception and consumer buying behavior. Therefore, the level of
involvement is not only affected by the product’s attributes, brands and other
factors, but also by the consumer’s own characteristics, the degree of consumer’s
subjective participation and the impact of consumer performance.

2.4. Hypothesis
1) the impact of product attributes and contradictory types on consumer purchasing intentions
Consumers’ willingness to buy is determined by the internal and external
clues of the product. When making each purchase decision, consumers are in
order to get their own needs to meet their own needs, so the product’s internal
clues will directly affect the consumer’s willingness to buy (Bhat & Reddy, 1998).
Online reviews as a typical product external clues have a significant impact on
consumer purchasing intentions. Ambivalence online reviews also provide positive reviews and negative reviews of products, and consumers tend to believe
that it is more objective and true than just referring to product positive or negative evaluation (Kamins & Assael, 1987) and more likely to the commentator is
based on his own real experience.
Based on the above, we propose the following assumptions:
H1: Product attributes and ambivalence types of online review have a significant impact on consumer purchasing intentions;
Product attributes include functional attributes and enjoyability attributes, in
fact, consumer choose products are usually based on the product in these two
aspects of the performance of its judgments (Mano & Oliver 1993). Batra (1990)
argue that consumers are primarily concerned with both the satisfaction of the
product itself and the emotional satisfaction of the product before making a
purchase decision. When the functional properties of the product are prominent, the consumer is seeking the satisfaction of the product itself, when the
product of the enjoyment of the property is prominent, the consumer is seeking
emotional satisfaction. Functional attributes are generally considered objective,
credible, positive functional attributes for the product in front of consumers to
establish an objective positive image, consumers expect to find a choice of a
whole product in good, then they will also consider the product functional and
enjoyment of satisfaction. Compared with the negative enjoyment evaluation,
because the functional evaluation has a lot of objectivity evaluation, the positive
functional attribute image has been deeply rooted, the negative function (view
contradiction) evaluation of the role played by relatively small, and negative
(Attribute contradiction) to break the consumer want to get functional and enjoyment of the overall satisfaction expectations, resulting in consumer disappointment, the consumer’s willingness to buy more significant, based on this, we
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propose the following assumptions:
H1a: When functional conditions are positive, compared to ambivalence in
intra-attributes, the ambivalence in inter-attributes to consumers willing to buy
more;
Consumers make buying decisions about products that highlight the enjoyment of attributes, and are hoping to find emotional satisfaction (Kevoss, 2003).
When enjoyment online review is negative, consumers do not seek to expect the
feelings and disappointment, then affect the consumer’s purchase decision. In
contrast to this, since the consumer has no functional high expectations, the
impact of negative functional online reviews is not as strong as the impact of
negative enjoyment attributes.
Based on this, we propose the following assumptions:
H1b: When enjoyment conditions are positive, compared to the ambivalence
in inter-attributes, the ambivalence in intra-attributes has a more significant
impact on the purchase.
2) the moderation of consumer’s involvement degree on the relationship between product attributes, contradictory types and consumer purchasing intentions.
Consumer involvement has a certain impact on brand loyalty and purchase
attitude as a regulatory variable. Oliva (1993) pointed out that the consumers
with higher degree of involvement will start the central path, and they can find a
best brand for them in that context more likely. In contrast, in the purchase
process, the lower the degree of involvement of the buyer, it will start the edge of
the path, they are more likely to purchase the process as a try or because it is not
important and tend to occur brand transformation phenomenon. We also believe that different degree of involvement of consumers in the face of contradictory information, will make different purchase decisions. When there is a contradictory online commentary, the high degree of involvement of the consumer
information processing level is higher, because consumers through the fine
processing to form a comprehensive evaluation of the product or brand. At this
point, the high degree of involvement of consumers will invest a lot of time and
energy on the product. When the positive functional attributes are commented,
consumers are expected to be able to make a full satisfaction with the product
selection, subject to a negative impact (attribute contradiction) on the negative
impact of online reviews that will produce expected dissatisfaction and have an
impact on the purchase intention. When the positive enjoyment attribute reviews are positive, consumers are expected to be able to get emotional satisfaction, subject to negative enjoyment (view contradiction) the negative impact of
online comments, will produce expectations of dissatisfaction, affecting consumer decision-making. For low-profile consumers, when faced with a large
number of online commentary information, they will start the edge of the path,
in the enjoyment of the positive situation, the low degree of involvement of
consumers will not invest a lot of energy in the product Information on the
search, conflicting contradictory information will greatly combat their continued
852
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interest in browsing, therefore, compared to the contradictions of the property,
when there are contradictions, their purchase intention will be more affected.
Therefore, we propose the following assumptions:
H2: the degree of consumer involvement on the product attributes and contradictory types of consumer purchasing intentions have a regulatory role;
H2a: When the functional attributes are positive, the impact of the contradiction of the property on the purchase intention of the consumer is more significant than that of the high degree of involvement. For the low participation degree consumers, Compared with the contradiction of the property, the contradiction between the view and the purchase intention of the consumer is more
significant;
H2b: Under the circumstances of enjoyment attributes is positive, the high
degree of involvement of consumers, compared to the contradictions of the
property, the contradiction between the views of consumers to buy more significant impact on the low involvement of consumers, Compared with the contradiction between the view, the contradiction between the property and the purchasing intention of the consumer is more significant;
The research model of this paper is shown in the following figure, see Figure 1.
Experiment 1
The purpose of Experiment 1 is to verify the impact of product attributes and
contradictory types on consumer purchasing intentions.

2.5. Design and Process
Experiment 1 uses 2 (functional attribute is positive: enjoyment attribute is positive) * 2 (inter-attribute ambivalence: intra-attribute ambivalence) between the
group factor design. We invited 150 students from Jinan University to participate in this experiment. The valid sample was 131 after eliminating the 19 subjects who did not complete the experiment according to the experimental instructions. Among them, men accounted for 44.3%, women accounted for
55.7%. 63.4% of undergraduates and 36.6% of postgraduates. There was no significant effect on demographic information variables such as age and gender,
and follow-up statistical analysis did not take into account.
Subjects were randomly assigned to one of the four experimental groups after
they entered the laboratory. The experiment uses the scene simulation method.

Figure 1. The ambivalence of online review on consumer purchasing intention.
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Ask the subjects to read the material carefully and think of themselves as one of
the customers. After the experiment began, we painted a scene for the subjects to
browse the product and view the review. Specific steps are as follows: 1) in this
experiment, to the subjects described the purchase of mobile life scenes, and
contact their own life reality. 2) Through the manipulation of the type of contradiction to stimulate the consumer’s willingness to buy changes. 3) After the scenario hypothesis stimulus, the subjects were asked to evaluate the degree of involvement of the consumer and the willingness to buy. The degree of consumer
involvement comes from the Zaichkowsky (1985) research scale, a total of 10
items. Finally, the subjects asked to answer the question of manipulation test,
which included the perception that the functionality was positive or positive.

2.6. Variable Measurement
The scale of purchase intention is the Baker and Churchill (1977) development
of the purchase intention of the mature scale, a total of four items, as shown in
the following table, see Table 1.
We manipulate the type of contradiction by designing different commentary
titles and product attributes of the review content. In the online review group
that embodies the contradiction of the attribute, including the functionality is
positive and the negative and the function is negative, the music is positive; in
the online review group which embodies the contradiction of the view, the function is positive and enjoyment for the pleasure of being negative.

2.7. Result
For consumer intention，The Cronbach’s α coefficient is greater than 0.8 and has
good reliability and the KMO is 0.831, greater than 0.7, with good validity.
According to the experimental results, we found that: the purchase intention
as the dependent variable, product attributes and contradictory types as independent variables, 2 (product attributes: functional is positive vs. enjoyment is
positive) * 2 (contradictory type: inter-attribute ambivalence vs. intra-attribute
ambivalence) analysis of variance.
The results show that the main effect of the product attribute is significant, F
(1130) = 4.804, P = 0.030 < 0.05, the main effect of the contradictory type is not
significant, F (1130) = 0.600, P = 0.440, product attribute and contradictory type
interaction Significant, F (1130) = 20.135, P = 0.000, see Table 2.
Therefore, H1 is established.
Table 1. Measurement of purchase intention.
Measure the item

Source of the item

I think this phone is very good
Variable

I love this phone very much

Baker and
Churchill
(1977)
I am willing to take the initiative to search the phone in the online mall
I am very likely to buy this phone
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According to the results, we can see that when the function is positive, the
purchase intention of the attribute contradiction (M = 4.031) is significantly
higher than the purchase intention (M = 3.235), P = 0.010; when the enjoyment
is positive, (M = 3.727) when the purchase intention is significantly higher than
the property contradiction (M = 2.598) when the purchase intention, P = 0.000.
In other words, in the case where the enjoyment of the product online commentary is positive, the negative enjoyment commentary is more likely to be purchased by the consumer than the negative functional reviews, and when the
functionality of the product online review is positive, Negative functional reviews on the negative enjoyment of the reviews on the consumer’s purchase will
be greater. Therefore, H1a is satisfied, it is assumed that H1b is established.

2.8. Discussion
1) When the functional is positive, there are significant differences in the effect
of different types of contradictions on the purchase intention of consumers. The
contradiction of attribute (M attribute contradiction = 4.031) is more significant
than that of viewpoint (M view contradiction = 3.235). In other words, in the
case of functional positive, relatively negative functional online comments, negative enjoyment online comment more able to affect the consumer’s willingness
to buy, see Figure 2.
Table 2. Statistics of product attributes * ambivalence types.
Dependent variable: purchase intention
Product Attributes

Ambivalence types

Functional is positive

Enjoyment is positive

4.5
4
3.5

Mean Standard error

95% confidence interval
Lower limit Upper limit

Intra-attribute ambivalence 4.031

0.217

3.602

4.461

Inter-attribute ambivalence 3.235

0.214

2.812

3.658

Intra-attribute ambivalence 2.598

0.214

2.176

3.021

Inter-attribute ambivalence 3.727

0.214

3.304

4.150

4.031

3.727
3.235

3

2.598

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
positive function
Inter-attribute ambivalence

positive enjoyment
Intra-attribute ambivalence

Figure 2. Impact of different types of contradictions on consumer
purchasing intentions.
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2) When the enjoyment is positive, there are significant differences in the effect of different types of contradictions on the purchase intention of consumers,
and the contradiction of view (M view contradiction = 3.727) is more significant
than the attribute contradiction (M attribute contradiction = 2.598), see Figure 2.
Experiment 2
The purpose of Experiment 2 is to verify the role of consumer involvement in
the relationship between product attributes and contradictory types in the impression of consumer purchasing intension.

3. Design and Process
Experiment 2 uses 2 (product attribute: positive function vs positive enjoyment) *
2 (contradiction type: inter-attribute ambivalence vs intra-attribute ambivalence) * 2 (consumer involvement degree: high degree of involvement vs low involvement degree) Intergroup factor design. We invited 210 students to participate in this experiment. After excluding 19 subjects who did not complete the
experiment, there were 191 valid questionnaires, including 93 males, 48.6% and
51.3% of girls. 116 undergraduates, accounting for 60.7%, 75 graduate students,
accounting for 39.2%.
After the subjects entered the laboratory, they were randomly assigned to one
of the eight experimental groups. The experiment uses the scene simulation method. Ask the subjects to read the material carefully and think of themselves as
their customers. After the experiment began, the subjects described a scene
browsing the product and browsing the comments. Specific steps are as follows:
1) in this experiment, to the subjects described the purchase of mobile life
scenes, and contact their own life reality. 2) Through the manipulation of the
type of contradiction to stimulate the consumer’s willingness to buy changes. 3)
After the scenario hypothesis stimulus, the subjects were asked to evaluate the
degree of involvement of the consumer and the willingness to buy. The degree of
consumer involvement comes from the Zaichkowsky (1985) research scale, a total of 10 items. Finally, the subjects asked to answer the question of manipulation test, which included the perception that the functionality was positive or
positive.

3.1. Result
For Consumer Involvement, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is 0.775 and the
KMO is 0.767. For Consumer Purchase Intention, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient is 0.919 and the KMO is 0.831, indicating that the scale has acceptable reliability and validity.
The results show that the main effect of consumer involvement is not significant, F (1183) = 2.59, P = 0.109; the main effect of product attributes is not significant, F (1183) = 3.754, P = 0.054, the main effect of contradictory type (1183) =
0.182, P = 0.076; consumer interaction, product attributes and contradictory
types of triple interaction significantly, F (1183) = 21.853, P = 0.000.
Therefore, assume H2 is true.
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As the triple interaction is significant, the next simple and simple effect analysis will be carried out.
In the case of positive functionality, when the degree of human involvement is
high, the impact of the attribute contradiction on the purchase intention is significantly higher than the impact of the view on the purchase intention, M
attribute = 4.324, M view = 3.261, P = 0.000 When the degree of consumer involvement is low, the influence of opinion contradiction on purchase intention
is significantly higher than the influence of attribute contradiction on purchase
intention, M attribute = 3.154, M view = 5.000, P = 0.014;
In the case of positive enjoyment, when the degree of consumer involvement
is high, the influence of opinion contradiction on purchase intention is significantly higher than the impact of property contradiction on purchase intention,
M attribute = 2.440, M view = 3.899, P = 0.000; When the consumer involvement is low, the type of contradiction has no significant effect on the purchase
intention, M attribute = 3.917, M view = 3.500, P = 0.482.

3.2. Discussion
Through the above analysis, the following conclusions are drawn:
The degree of consumer involvement has a moderating effect on the relationship between contradictory types, product attributes and willingness to buy. in
particular:
In the context of functionalism, the impact of the contradiction of the
attribute (M = 4.324) is more significant than that of the view (M view = 3.261)
for the high degree of involvement; for the low involvement For example, the
contradiction of opinion (M attribute = 3.154) is more significant than the
property contradiction (M view = 5.000) on consumer purchasing intention, see
Figure 3. In the case of high enjoyment, the contradiction of opinion contradiction (M view = 3.899) is more significant than that of attribute (M attribute =
2.440) for consumers’ willingness to buy, and for low involvement (P = 0.482),
the contradiction between the contradiction between the attribute and the opinion is not significant (P = 0.482), see Figure 4.
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
high level of Involvement low level of Involvement
Inter-attribute ambivalence
Intra-attribute ambivalence

Figure 3. The score of consumer purchase intention with
positive function.
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4.500
4.000
3.500
3.000
2.500
2.000
1.500
1.000
0.500
0.000
high level of Involvement

low level of Involvement

Inter-attribute ambivalence

Intra-attribute ambivalence

Figure 4. The score of consumer purchase intention with positive enjoyment.

4. General Discussion
Online review is an important source of information that affects consumers’ online shopping decisions and is increasingly concerned by practitioners and academics. At present, there are many theories on online review, but few studies
considerate the impact of online criticism on consumer purchasing intentions.
Compared to the previous study，this paper has made the following contributions:
First of all, this paper focuses on the possible impact of the contradiction of
online commentary on the purchase intention of consumers, and explores the
differences of consumers’ individual in the online shopping environment in different contradictory situations. The results of the study have enriched the research on the content of online commentary, and the future research of marketing-related issues provides a new entry point.
Second, different from the previous study to explore the contradiction of online commentary will be judged positive and negative proportion is divided into
equal circumstances, ignoring the positive and negative proportion of comments
is the key to forming a contradictory online comment. This study explores the
differences in the contradictory psychology of consumers in situations where the
tendency of tendencies is coexisting in the context of the dominant tendency.
And from the combination of product attributes and contradictory types of research, it tries to explain the cross between the two effects for the future online
commentary research, which provides a new direction.
According to the conclusion of this paper, the practice of enterprise network
marketing has the following inspiration:
1) Pay attention to the management of online reviews. Online shopping as an
important shopping channel for consumers, in the face of fierce competitive environment, businesses want to get greater market share and consumer loyalty,
we must attach great importance to customers online reviews, especially negative
comments, recognizing that online reviews are an important source of information for consumer shopping decisions that directly affect consumer decision
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making. The specific strategies that can be taken are as follows: i) For the high
degree of involvement of consumers, under the premise of maintaining the positive product attribute tendency, the enterprise should pay more attention to the
maintenance of the attribute review, satisfy the consumers’ “Pleasure is very
good” is expected. ii) For consumers with low involvement, in the face of the
contradiction between functional attributes, enterprises should emphasize the
functional attributes of products in order to alleviate the negative impact of negative function evaluation on low-involvement consumers. iii) For functional
products or comments in the functional evaluation of positive products, to encourage consumers to express more enjoyable comments to help potential consumers to establish the product “overall good” image. iv) For the enjoyment of
the product or comment on the evaluation of the positive side of the product, to
encourage consumers to express more positive comments, to prevent negative
feedback on the release to help consumers get in line with the expected product
reviews.
2) Negative comments prevention. Negative comments are more persuasive
than positive online reviews on potential consumers, and negative comments
should be avoided from the following: i) Pre-purchase precautions before the
purchase to fully inform the function of consumer products and the possible
emotional pleasure, to avoid fraud. ii) Negative comments should be dealt with
in a timely manner, with special emphasis on the enjoyment of the enjoyment of
attributes, whether functional or enjoyable products, when there are negative
comments, the enjoyment of comments will cause a greater impact.
3) Different degrees of involvement of consumers. Businesses should
promptly respond to consumer online consultation and consumers to actively
communicate to understand the causes of consumer sentiment to maintain immediate online communication, for different consumers to take different measures. In general, for the high degree of involvement of consumers, whether functional products or enjoy the type of products, we should pay attention to the enjoyment of the attributes of cognitive correction; for low involvement of consumers, when dealing with functional products, attention should be paid to the
positive image construction of functional attributes.
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